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Abstract: In this paper, we study the Moderate Deviation Principle for a perturbed
stochastic heat equation in the whole space Rd, d ě 1. This equation is driven by a
Gaussian noise, white in time and correlated in space, and the differential operator is a
fractional derivative operator. The weak convergence method plays an important role.
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1. Introduction
Since the work of Freidlin and Wentzell [16], the theory of small perturbation large devi-
ations for stochastic (partial) differential equation has been extensively developed (see
[9, 12]). The large deviation principle (LDP) for stochastic reaction-diffusion equations
driven by the space-time white noise was first obtained by Freidlin [15] and later by
Sowers [25], Chenal and Millet [8], Carrai and Ro¨ckner [6] and other authors. An LDP
for a stochastic heat equation driven by a Gaussian noise, white in time and correlated
in space was proved by Ma´rquez-Carreras and Sarra` [23]. Recently, El Mellali and
Mellouk proved an LDP for a fractional stochastic heat equation driven by a spatially
correlated noise in [7].
Like the large deviations, the moderate deviation problems arise in the theory of sta-
tistical inference quite naturally. The moderate deviation principle (MDP) can provide
us with the rate of convergence and a useful method for constructing asymptotic confi-
dence intervals, see [14], [17], [19], [24], [28] and references therein. Results on the MDP
for processes with independent increments were obtained in De Acosta [1], Ledoux [22]
and so on. The study of the MDP estimates for other processes has been carried out as
well, e.g., Wu [29] for Markov processes, Guillin and Liptser [18] for diffusion processes,
Wang and Zhang [27] for stochastic reaction-diffusion equations in R, Budhiraja et al.
[5] for stochastic differential equations with jumps, and references therein.
In this paper, we study the MDP for the fractional stochastic heat equation in spatial
dimension Rd driven by a spatially correlated noise. In [21], we studied the MDP for
a perturbed stochastic heat equations defined on r0, T s ˆ r0, 1sd, driven by a spatially
correlated noise. In that paper, the method is the exponential approximation theorem
(see [12, Theorem 4.2.13]), which needs some exponential estimates. However, due
to the lack of good regularity properties of the Green function for the fractional heat
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equation, it is difficult to get those exponential estimates. Instead of proving exponential
estimates, we will use the weak convergence approach (see [4]) in this paper.
Now, let us give the fractional stochastic heat equation#
Buε
Bt pt, xq “ Dαδ uεpt, xq ` bpuεpt, xqq `
?
εσpuεpt, xqq 9F pt, xq,
uεp0, xq “ 0, (1)
where ε ą 0, pt, xq P r0, T s ˆ Rd, d ě 1, α “ pα1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , αdq, δ “ pδ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , δdq and we will
assume that αi Ps0, 2szt1u and |δi| ď mintαi, 2´ δiu, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , d, 9F is the “formal” de-
rivative of the Gaussian perturbation and Dαδ denotes a non-local fractional differential
operator on Rd defined by
D
α
δ :“
dÿ
i“1
Dαiδi .
Here Dαiδi denotes the fractional differential derivative with respect to (w.r.t.) the i -th
coordinate defined via its Fourier transform F by
FpDαδ φqpξq “ ´|ξ|αi exp
´
´ıδipi
2
sgnξ
¯
Fpφqpξq,
with ı2 ` 1 “ 0. The noise F pt, xq is a martingale measure in the sense of Walsh [26]
and Dalang [10], which will be defined with details in the sequel. The coefficients b and
σ : R Ñ R are given functions. From now on, we shall refer to Eq. (1) as Eqαδ,εpd, b, σq.
See Section 2 for details.
As the parameter ε tends to zero, the solutions uε of (1) will tend to the solution of
the deterministic equation defined by#
Bu0
Bt pt, xq “ Dαδ u0pt, xq ` bpu0pt, xqq,
u0p0, xq “ 0. (2)
In this paper we shall investigate deviations of uε from the deterministic solution u0,
as ε decreases to 0, that is, the asymptotic behavior of the trajectories,
1?
ελpεq
`
uε ´ u0˘ pt, xq, pt, xq P r0, T s ˆ Rd,
where λpεq is some deviation scale, which strongly influences the asymptotic behavior.
The case λpεq “ 1{?ε provides some large deviations estimates. Under suitable
assumptions, El Mellali and Mellouk proved that the law of the solution uε satisfies a
large deviation principle on the Ho¨lder space in [7].
If λpεq is identically equal to 1, we are in the domain of the central limit theorem.
To fill in the gap between the central limit theorem scale [λpεq “ 1] and the large
deviations scale [λpεq “ 1{?ε], we will study moderate deviations, that is when the
deviation scale satisfies
λpεq Ñ `8, ?ελpεq Ñ 0 as εÑ 0. (3)
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The moderate deviation principle enables us to refine the estimates obtained through
the central limit theorem. It provides the asymptotic behavior for Pp}uε ´ u0} ě
δ
?
ελpεqq while the central limit theorem gives asymptotic bounds for Pp}uε ´ u0} ě
δ
?
εq. Throughout this paper, we assume (3) is in place.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the precise framework is
stated. In Section 3, the skeleton equation is studied. It is proved that the solution is
a continuous map from the level set into the Ho¨lder space. Section 4 is devoted to the
proof of the moderate deviation principle by the weak convergence approach. We give
some precise estimates of the fundamental solution G in the appendix.
Throughout the paper, Cp is a positive constant depending on the parameter p, and
C,C1, ¨ ¨ ¨ are constants depending on no specific parameter (except T and the Lipschitz
constants), whose value may be different from line to line by convention.
For any T ą 0, K Ă Rd, β “ pβ1, β2q, let Cβpr0, T s ˆ K;Rdq be the Ho¨lder space
equipped with the norm defined by
}f}β,K :“ sup
pt,xqPr0,tsˆK
|fpt, xq| ` sup
s‰tPr0,T s
sup
x‰yPK
|fpt, xq ´ fps, yq|
|t´ s|β1 ` |x´ y|β2 . (4)
Since Cβpr0, T s ˆK;Rdq is not separable, we consider the space Cβ1,0pr0, T s ˆK;Rdq
of Ho¨lder continuous f with the degree β 1i ă βi, i “ 1, 2 such that
lim
δÑ0`
˜
sup
|t´s|`|x´y|ăδ
|fpt, xq ´ fps, yq|
|t´ s|β11 ` |x´ y|β12
¸
“ 0
and Cβ
1,0pr0, T sˆK;Rdq is a Polish space containing Cβpr0, T sˆK;Rdq. From now on,
let Eβpr0, T s ˆK;Rdq :“ Cβ,0pr0, T s ˆK;Rdq, where β “ pβ1, β2q.
2. Framework
In this section, let us give the framework taken from Boulanba et al. [3] and El
Mellali and Mellouk [7].
2.1. The operator Dαδ . In one dimension space, the operator D
α
δ is a closed, densely
defined operator on L2pRq and it is the infinitesimal generator of a semigroup which is
in general not symmetric and not a contraction. It is self-adjoint only when δ “ 0 and
in this case, it coincides with the fractional power of the Laplacian.
According to [13, 20], Dαδ can be represented for 1 ă α ă 2, by
Dαδ “
ż `8
´8
φpx` yq ´ φpxq ´ yφ1pxq
|y|1`α pκ
δ
´1p´8,0qpyq ` κδ`1p0,`8qpyqqdy,
and for 0 ă α ă 1, by
Dαδ “
ż `8
´8
φpx` yq ´ φpxq
|y|1`α pκ
δ
´1p´8,0qpyq ` κδ`1p0,`8qpyqqdy,
where κδ´ and κ
δ
` are two non-negative constants satisfying κ
δ
´ ` κδ` ą 0 and φ is a
smooth function for which the integral exists, and φ1 stands for its derivative. This
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representation identifies it as the infinitesimal generator for a non-symmetric α-stable
Le´vy process.
Let Gα,δpt, xq denotes the fundamental solution of the equation Eqαδ,1p1, 0, 0q, that is,
the unique solution of the Cauchy problem#
Bu
Bt pt, xq “ Dαδ u0pt, xq,
up0, xq “ δ0pxq, t ą 0, x P R,
where δ0 is the Dirac distribution. Using Fourier’s calculus one gets
Gα,δpt, xq “ 1
2pi
ż 8
´8
exp
´
´ızx´ t|z|α exp
´
´ıδ pi
2
sgnpzq
¯¯
dz. (5)
The relevant parameters, α called the index of stablity and δ called the skewness , are
real numbers satisfying α Ps0, 2s and |δ| ď mintα, 2´ αu.
Now, for higher dimension d ě 1 and any multi index α “ pα1, ¨ ¨ ¨αdq and δ “
pδ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , δdq, letGα,δpt, xq be the Green function of the deterministic equation Eqαδ pd, 0, 0q.
Clearly,
Gα,δpt, xq “Πdi“1Gαi,δipt, xiq
“ 1p2piqd
ż
Rd
exp
˜
´ıxξ, xy ´ t
dÿ
i“1
|ξi|αi exp
´
´ıδipi
2
sgnpξiq
¯¸
dξ, (6)
where x¨, ¨y stands for the inner product in Rd.
The properties of the Green function Gα,δpt, xq will be given in the appendix.
2.2. The driving noise F . Let us explicitly describe here the spatially homogeneous
noise, see Dalang [10].
Let SpRd`1q be the space of Schwartz test functions. On a complete probability space
pΩ,G,Pq, the noise F “ tF pφq, φ P SpRd`1qu is assumed to be an L2pΩ,G,Pq-valued
Gaussian process with mean zero and covariance functional given by
Jpϕ, ψq :“ E rF pφqF pψqs “
ż
R`
ds
ż
Rd
´
φps, ‹q ˚ ψ˜ps, ‹q
¯
pxqΓpdxqds, φ, ψ P SpRd`1q,
where ψ˜ps, xq :“ ψps,´xq and Γ is a non-negative and non-negative definite tempered
measure, therefore symmetric. The symbols ˚ denotes the convolution product and ‹
stands for the spatial variable.
Let µ be the spectral measure of Γ, which is also a trivial tempered measure, that is
µ “ F´1pΓq and this gives
Jpφ, ψq “
ż
R`
ds
ż
Rd
µpdξqFφps, ‹qpξqFψps, ‹qpξq, (7)
where z¯ is the complex conjugate of z.
As in Dalang [10], the Gaussian process F can be extended to a worthy martingale
measure, in the sense of Walsh [26],
M :“ tMtpAq, t P R`, A P BbpRdqu,
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where BbpRdq denotes the collection of all bounded Borel measurable sets in Rd. Let Gt
be the completion of the σ-field generated by the random variables tF ps, Aq; 0 ď s ď
t, A P BbpRdqu.
Then, Boulanba et al. [3] gave a rigorous meaning to the solution of equation
Eq
α
δ,εpd, b, σq by means of a joint measurable and Gt-adapted process tuεpt, xq; pt, xq P
R` ˆ Rdu satisfying, for each t ě 0 and for almost all x P Rd the following evolution
equation
uεpt, xq “?ε
ż t
0
ż
Rd
Gα,δpt ´ s, x´ yqσpuεps, yqqF pdsdyq
`
ż t
0
ds
ż
Rd
Gα,δpt´ s, x´ yqbpuεps, yqqdy. (8)
In order to prove our main result, we are going to give other equivalent approach to
the solution of Eqαδ,εpd, b, σq, see [11]. To start with, let us denote by H the Hilbert
space obtained by the completion of SpRdq with the inner production
xφ, ψyH :“
ż
Rd
Γpdxqpφ ˚ ψ˜qpxq
“
ż
Rd
µpdξqFφpξqFψpξq, φ, ψ P SpRdq.
The norm induced by x¨, ¨yH is denoted by } ¨ }H.
By the Walsh’s theory of the martingale measures [26], for t ě 0 and h P H the
stochastic integral
Btphq “
ż t
0
ż
Rd
hpyqF pds, dyq,
is well-defined and the process tBtphq; t ě 0, h P Hu is a cylindrical Wiener process on
H, that is:
(a) for every h P H with }h}H “ 1, tBtphqutě0 is a standard Wiener process,
(b) for every t ě 0, a, b P R and f, g P H,
Btpaf ` bgq “ aBtpfq ` bBtpgq almost surely.
Let tekukě1 be a complete orthonormal system (CONS) of the Hilbert space H, then"
Bkt :“
ż t
0
ż
Rd
ekpyqF pds, dyq; k ě 1
*
defines a sequence of independent standard Wiener processes and we have the following
representation
Bt :“
ÿ
kě1
Bkt ek. (9)
Let tFtutPr0,T s be the σ-field generated by the random variables tBks ; s P r0, ts, k ě 1u.
We define the predictable σ-field in Ω ˆ r0, T s generated by the sets tps, ts ˆ A;A P
Fs, 0 ď s ď t ď T u. In the following, we can define the stochastic integral with
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respect to cylindrical Wiener process pBtphqqtě0 (see e.g. [9] or [11]) of any predictable
square-integrable process with values in H as followsż t
0
ż
Rd
g ¨ dB :“
ÿ
kě1
ż t
0
xgpsq, ekyHdBks .
Note that the above series converges in L2pΩ,F ,Pq and the sum does not depend on the
selected CONS. Moreover, each summand, in the above series, is a classical Itoˆ integral
with respect to a standard Brownian motion, and the resulting stochastic integral is a
real-valued random variable.
In the sequel, we shall consider the mild solution to equation Eq
α
δ,εpd, b, σq given by
uεpt, xq “?ε
ÿ
kě1
ż t
0
xGα,δpt´ s, x´ ¨qσpuεps, ‹qq, ekyHdBks
`
ż t
0
rGα,δpt´ sq ˚ bpuεps, ‹qqs pxqds, (10)
for any t P r0, T s, x P Rd.
2.3. Existence, uniqueness and Ho¨lder regularity to equation. For a multi-
index α “ pα1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , αdq such that αi Ps0, 2szt1u, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , d and any ξ P Rd, let
Sαpξq “
dÿ
i“1
|ξi|αi .
Assume the following assumptions on the functions σ, b and the measure µ:
(C): The functions σ and b are Lipschitz, that is there exists some constant L such
that
}σpxq ´ σpyq} ď L|x´ y|, |bpxq ´ bpyq| ď L|x´ y| (11)
for all x, y P Rd.
(Hαη ): Let α as defined above and η Ps0, 1s, it holds thatż
Rd
µpdξq
p1` Sαpξqqη ă `8.
The last assumption stands for an integrability condition w.r.t. the spectral measure
µ. Indeed, the following stochastic integralż T
0
ż
Rd
Gα,δpT ´ s, x´ yqF pds, dyq
is well-defined if and only ifż T
0
ds
ż
Rd
µpdξq|FGα,δps, ˚qpξq|2 ă `8.
More precisely, by [3, Lemma 1.2], there exist two positive constants c1, c2 such that
c1
ż
Rd
µpdξq
1` Sαpξq ď
ż T
0
ds
ż
Rd
µpdξq |FGα,δps, ˚qpξq|2 ď c2
ż
Rd
µpdξq
1` Sαpξq . (12)
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Under the assumptions pCq and pHαη q, Boulanba et al. proved that Eq. (10) admits
a unique solution uε such that
sup
tPr0,T s
sup
xPRd
E|uεpt, xq|p ă `8, @T ą 0, p ě 2. (13)
See [3, Theorem 2.1]. Moreover, Theorem 3.1 in [3] tells us that the trajectories of
the solution uεpt, xq : pt, xq P R` ˆ Rd to Eq. (10) are β “ pβ1, β2q-Ho¨lder continuous
in pt, xq P r0, T s ˆ K for every K compact subset of Rd and every β1 P p0, 1´ η{2q,
β2 P p0,mintα0p1´ ηq, 1{2uq, where α0 :“ min1ďiďdtαiu.
Consequently, the random field solution tuεpt, xq; pt, xq P r0, T sˆKu to Eq. (10) lives
in the Ho¨lder space Cβpr0, T s ˆK;Rdq equipped with the norm }f}β,K given in (4).
Particularly, taking ε “ 0, the deterministic solution u0 to (2) has the following
estimates
sup
tPr0,T s
sup
xPRd
E|u0pt, xq|p ă `8, @T ą 0, p ě 2. (14)
and }u0}β,K ă 8 for any compact set K Ă Rd.
3. Skeleton equations
The purpose of this section is to study the skeleton equation, which will be used in
the weak convergence approach.
From now on, we furthermore suppose that
(D): The function b is differentiable, and its derivative b1 is Lipschitz. More precisely,
there exists a positive constant L1 such that
|b1pyq ´ b1pzq| ď L1|y ´ z| for all y, z P R. (15)
Combined with the Lipschitz continuity of b, we conclude that
|b1pzq| ď L, @z P R. (16)
For T ą 0, let HT :“ L2pr0, T s;Hq, which is a real separable Hilbert space such that,
if ϕ, ψ P HT ,
xϕ, ψyHT :“
ż T
0
xϕps, ¨q, ψps, ¨qyHds.
Denote } ¨ }HT the norm induced by x¨, ¨yHT . For any N ą 0, define
HNT :“ th P HT ; }h}HT ď Nu,
and we consider that HNT is endowed with the weak topology of HT .
For any h P HT , consider the deterministic evolution equation (called Skeleton equa-
tion)
Zhpt, xq “
ż t
0
@
Gα,δpt ´ s, x´ ‹qσpu0ps, ‹qq, hps, ‹q
D
H
ds
`
ż t
0
“
Gα,δpt´ sq ˚ pb1pu0ps, ‹qZhps, ‹qq
‰ pxqds, (17)
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where the first term on the right-hand side of the above equation can be written asÿ
kě1
ż t
0
@
Gα,δpt´ s, x´ ‹qσpu0ps, ‹q, ek
D
H
hkpsqds,
with hkptq :“ xhptq, ekyH, t P r0, T s, k ě 1.
Using the strategy in the proof of Proposition 2.7 in [7], one can obtain the following
result. Here we omit its proof.
Proposition 3.1. Assuming conditions pCq, pHαη q and pDq, there exists a unique solu-
tion Zh to Eq. (17), which satisfies
sup
hPHN
T
sup
pt,xqPr0,T sˆRd
|Zhpt, xq| ă `8. (18)
Theorem 3.2. Assuming conditions pCq, pHαη q and pDq, the mapping h : HNT Ñ Zh P
Eβpr0, T sˆK;Rdq is continuous with respect to the weak topology, where K is a compact
set in Rd, β “ pβ1, β2q satisfies that 0 ă β1 ă α0p1 ´ ηq{2, 0 ă β2 ă 1 ´ η and
α0 “ min1ďiďdtαiu.
Proof. Let 0 ă β1 ă α0p1 ´ ηq{2, 0 ă β2 ă 1 ´ η and th, phnqně1u Ă HNT such that for
any g P HT ,
lim
nÑ8
xhn ´ h, gyHT “ 0.
We need to prove that
lim
nÑ8
}Zhn ´ Zh}β,K “ 0. (19)
According to Lemma 5.4 below (a particular case of Lemma A.1 in [2]), the proof of
(19) can be divided into two steps:
(1) Pointwise convergence: for any pt, xq P r0, T s ˆK,
lim
nÑ8
ˇˇ
Zhnpt, xq ´ Zhpt, xqˇˇ “ 0. (20)
(2) Estimation of the increments: for any pt, xq, ps, yq P r0, T s ˆK,
sup
ně1
ˇˇpZhnpt, xq ´ Zhpt, xqq ´ pZhnps, yq ´ Zhps, yqqˇˇ
ďC `|t ´ s|β1 ` |x´ y|β2˘ . (21)
We will prove those two estimates in the following two steps.
Step 1. Pointwise convergence. For any pt, xq P r0, T s ˆK,
Zhnpt, xq ´ Zhpt, xq
“
ż t
0
@
Gα,δpt´ s, x´ ‹qσpu0ps, ‹qq, hnps, ‹q ´ hps, ‹q
D
H
ds
`
ż t
0
 
Gα,δpt´ sq ˚
“
b1pu0ps, ‹q `Zhnps, ‹q ´ Zhps, ‹q˘‰( pxqds
“:In1 pt, xq ` In2 pt, xq. (22)
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Since hn, h P HNT and u0 is bounded in r0, T s ˆ Rd, by Cauchy-Schwarz’s inequality
on the Hilbert space HT , pCq and (12), we have
|In1 pt, xq|2 ď
ż t
0
}Gα,δpt ´ s, x´ ‹qσpu0ps, ‹qq}2Hds ¨
ż t
0
}hnpsq ´ hpsq}2Hds
ď4N2C
ż t
0
}Gα,δpt´ s, x´ ‹q}2Hds
ďCpNq ă `8,
here CpNq is independent of n, t, x. Since hn Ñ h weakly in HNT , we know that In1 Ñ 0
in Cpr0, T s ˆ Rd;Rq by Arze`la-Ascoli Theorem. This implies that
lim
nÑ8
sup
tPr0,T s,xPRd
|In1 pt, xq| “ 0. (23)
Set ζnptq :“ sup0ďsďt,xPRd |Zhnps, xq ´ Zhps, xq|. By Lemma 5.1 and (16), we have
|I2pt, xq| ď
ż t
0
ż
Rd
Gα,δpt´ s, x´ yq
ˇˇ
b1pu0ps, yq `Zhnps, yq ´ Zhps, yq˘ˇˇ dyds
ďL
ż t
0
ż
Rd
Gα,δpt ´ s, x´ yq sup
0ďlďs,zPRd
ˇˇ
Zhnps, zq ´ Zhps, zqˇˇ dyds
ďL
ż t
0
ζnpsqds. (24)
By (22) and (24), we have
ζnptq ď L
ż t
0
ζnpsqds` sup
tPr0,T s,xPRd
|In1 pt, xq|.
Hence, by the Gronwall’s lemma and (23), we obtain that
ζnpT q ď eLT lim
nÑ8
sup
tPr0,T s,xPRd
|In1 pt, xq| ÝÑ 0, as nÑ8,
which is stronger than (20).
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Step 2. Estimation of the increments. For any 0 ď t ď T, s ą 0, x P Rd, y P K,“
Zhnpt` s, x` yq ´ Zhpt` s, x` yq‰´ “Zhnpt, xq ´ Zhpt, xq‰
“
ż t`s
0
@
Gα,δpt ` s´ l, x` y ´ ‹qσpu0pl, ‹qq, hnpl, ‹q ´ hpl, ‹q
D
H
dl
`
ż t`s
0
 
Gα,δpt` s´ lq ˚
“
b1pu0pl, ‹q `Zhnpl, ‹q ´ Zhpl, ‹q˘‰( px` yqdl
´
ż t
0
@
Gα,δpt ´ l, x´ ‹qσpu0pl, ‹qq, hnpl, ‹q ´ hpl, ‹q
D
H
dl
´
ż t
0
 
Gα,δpt ´ lq ˚
“
b1pu0pl, ‹q `Zhnpl, ‹q ´ Zhpl, ‹q˘‰( pxqdl
“
ż t
0
@rGα,δpt` s´ l, x` y ´ ‹q ´Gα,δpt ` s´ l, x´ ‹qsσpu0pl, ‹qq, hnpl, ‹q ´ hpl, ‹qDH dl
`
ż t
0
@rGα,δpt` s´ l, x´ ‹q ´Gα,δpt´ l, x´ ‹qsσpu0pl, ‹qq, hnpl, ‹q ´ hpl, ‹qDH dl
`
ż t`s
t
@
Gα,δpt` s´ l, x` y ´ ‹qσpu0pl, ‹qq, hnpl, ‹q ´ hpl, ‹q
D
H
dl
`
« ż t`s
0
 
Gα,δpt ` s´ lq ˚
“
b1pu0pl, ‹q `Zhnpl, ‹q ´ Zhpl, ‹q˘‰( px` yqdl
´
ż t
0
 
Gα,δpt´ lq ˚
“
b1pu0pl, ‹q `Zhnpl, ‹q ´ Zhpl, ‹q˘‰( pxqdl
ff
“:An1 ` An2 ` An3 ` An4 . (25)
Since u0 is bounded, hn, h P HNT , we know that
sup
ně1
ż T
0
}u0ps, ‹qphn ´ hqps, ‹q}2Hds ă 8. (26)
This, together with Cauchy-Schwarz’s inequality, (26) and Lemma 5.2, implies that for
each 0 ă β1 ă p1 ´ ηq{2, 0 ă β2 ă mintp1 ´ ηqα0{2, 1{2u, there exists a constant C
independent of n such that
|An1 | ď C|y|β2, |An2 | ď Csβ1, |An3 | ď Csβ1. (27)
Let us now give the estimate of An4 . Denote
Vnpt, xq :“ b1pu0pt, xqq
`
Zhnpt, xq ´ Zhpt, xq˘ .
By the estimates in Step 1, (16) and (18), we know that
sup
ně1
sup
tPr0,T s,xPRd
|Vnpt, xq| ă 8. (28)
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After a change of variable, we have
An4 “
ż s
0
ż
Rd
Gα,δpt` s´ l, x` y ´ zqV pl, zqdldz
`
ż t
0
ż
Rd
Gα,δpt´ l, x´ zq rV ps` l, y ` zq ´ V pl, zqs dldz.
By (i) of Lemma 5.1 and (28), we know that
sup
ně1
ż s
0
ż
Rd
Gα,δpt` s´ l, x` y ´ zq |Vnpl, zq| dldz ď c1s.
By the Lipschitz continuity of b1, the Ho¨lder continuity of u0 and the boundness of
Zhn and Zh, we have
|V ps` l, y ` zq ´ V pl, zq|
ď ˇˇb1pu0ps` l, y ` zqq ´ b1pu0pl, zqqˇˇ ¨ ˇˇZhnps` l, y ` zq ´ Zhps` l, y ` zqˇˇ
` ˇˇb1pu0pl, zqqˇˇ ¨ ˇˇrZhnps` l, y ` zq ´ Zhps` l, y ` zqs ´ rZhnpl, zq ´ Zhpl, zqsˇˇ
ďCpL1q ˇˇu0ps` l, y ` zq ´ u0pl, zqˇˇ
` ˇˇb1pu0pl, zqqˇˇ ¨ ˇˇrZhnps` l, y ` zq ´ Zhps` l, y ` zqs ´ rZhnpl, zq ´ Zhpl, zqsˇˇ
ďc1psβ1 ` |y|β2q ` c2 sup
zPRd
ˇˇrZhnps` l, y ` zq ´ Zhps` l, y ` zqs ´ rZhnpl, zq ´ Zhpl, zqsˇˇ .
(29)
Putting
φpl, s, yq :“ sup
zPRd
! “
Zhnps` l, y ` zq ´ Zhps` l, y ` zq‰ ´ “Zhnpl, zq ´ Zhpl, zq‰ ).
Hence, by (25), (27) and (29), we have
φpt, s, yq ď c3ps` sβ1 ` |y|β2q ` c2
ż t
0
φpl, s, yqdl.
Therefore by the Gronwall’s inequality,
sup
0ďtďT
sup
xPRd
ˇˇrZhnpt ` s, x` yq ´ Zhpt` s, x` yqs ´ rZhnpt, xq ´ Zhpt, xqsˇˇ
ďcps` sβ1 ` |y|β2q.
The proof is complete. 
4. Moderate deviation principle
The main aim of this paper is to prove that 1?
ελpεqpuε ´ u0q satisfies an LDP on the
Ho¨lder space, where λpεq satisfies (3). This special type of LDP is usually called the
moderate deviation principle of uε (cf. [12]).
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4.1. Large Deviation Principle. First, recall the definition of large deviation prin-
ciple. See [12].
Let pΩ,F ,Pq be a probability space with an increasing family tFtu0ďtďT of the sub-
σ-fields of F satisfying the usual conditions. Let E be a Polish space with the Borel
σ-field BpEq.
Definition 4.1. A function I : E Ñ r0,8s is called a rate function on E , if for each
M ă 8, the level set tx P E : Ipxq ďMu is a compact subset of E . A family of positive
numbers tλpεquεą0 is called a speed function if λpεq Ñ `8 as εÑ 0.
Definition 4.2. A family tXεu of E-valued random elements is said to satisfy the large
deviation principle on E with rate function I and with speed function tλpεquεą0, if the
following two conditions hold.
paq (Large deviation upper bound) For each closed subset F of E ,
lim sup
εÑ0
1
λpεq log PpX
ε P F q ď ´ inf
xPF
Ipxq.
pbq (Large deviation lower bound) For each open subset G of E ,
lim inf
εÑ0
1
λpεq log PpX
ε P Gq ě ´ inf
xPG
Ipxq.
4.2. The main result. From now on, we always assume that K is a compact set
in Rd, α “ pα1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , αdq, αi P r0, 2szt1u for i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , d, β “ pβ1, β2q satisfies that
0 ă β1 ă α0p1´ ηq{2, 0 ă β2 ă 1´ η where α0 “ min1ďiďdtαiu, η Ps0, 1s.
The main result of this paper is the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Assuming conditions pCq, pHαη q and pDq for η Ps0, 1s. Let uε be the
solution of Eq. (10). Then the law of puε ´ u0q{p?ελpεqq obeys an LDP on the space
Eβpr0, T s ˆK;Rdq with speed λ2pεq and with rate function
Ipfq “ inf
hPHT ;Zh“f
"
1
2
}h}2HT
*
, (30)
where Zh is defined by (17).
4.3. Proof of Theorem 4.1.
We shall apply the weak convergence approach to establish moderate deviation princi-
ple.
Denote by AH the set of predictable process which belongs to L
2pΩˆ r0, T s;Hq. For
any N ą 0, let
ANH :“ th P HT ; }h}HT ď Nu.
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For any v P ANH and ε P p0, 1s, define the controlled equation Zε,v by
Zε,vpt, xq
“ 1
λpεq
ÿ
kě1
ż t
0
@
Gα,δpt´ s, x´ ‹qσ
`
u0ps, ‹q ` ?ελpεqZε,vps, ‹q˘, ekDH dBks
`
ż t
0
@
Gα,δpt´ s, x´ ‹qσ
`
u0ps, ‹q ` ?ελpεqZε,vps, ‹q˘, vps, ‹qD
H
ds
`
ż t
0
#
Gα,δpt´ sq ˚
«
b
`
u0ps, ‹q ` ?ελpεqZε,vps, ‹q˘´ bpu0ps, ‹qq?
ελpεq
ff+
ds. (31)
Following the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [3] and Proposition 2.7 in [7], one can show
the existence and uniqueness of the stochastic controlled equation given by (31).
Lemma 4.2. Assuming conditions pCq, pHαη q and pDq for η Ps0, 1s, there exists a unique
random field solution to Eq. (31), tZε,vpt, xq; pt, xq P r0, T s ˆ Rdu, which satisfies that
for any p ě 1,
sup
εď1
sup
vPAN
H
sup
pt,xqPr0,T sˆRd
Er|Zε,vpt, xq|ps ă 8. (32)
Inspiriting by [4], let us consider the following two conditions which correspond on
the weak convergence approach frame in our setting. Also refer to the weak convergence
approach used in [7].
(a) The set tZh; h P HNT u is a compact set of Eβ, where Zh is the solution of Eq.
(17).
(b) For any family tvε; ε ą 0u Ă ANH which converges in distribution as ε Ñ 0 to
v P ANH, as HNT -valued random variables, we have
lim
εÑ0
Zε,v
ε “ Zv
in distribution, as Eβ-valued random variables, where Zv denotes the solution
of Eq. (17) corresponding to the HNT -valued random variable v (instead of a
deterministic function h).
The proof of Theorem 4.1. Applying to Theorem 6 in [4], a verification of conditions (a)
and (b) implies the validity of Theorem 4.1. Condition (a) follows from the continuity
of the mapping h : HNT Ñ Zh P Eβpr0, T s ˆ K;Rdq, which has been established in
Theorem 3.2. Next, we verify Condition (b).
By the Skorokhod representation theorem, there exist a probability pΩ¯, F¯ , pF¯tq, P¯q,
and, on this basis, a sequence of independent Brownian motions B¯ “ pB¯kqkě1 and also
a family of F¯t-predictable processes tv¯ε; ε ą 0u, v¯ belonging to L2pΩ¯ˆ r0, T s;Hq taking
values on HNT , P¯-a.s., such that the joint law of pvε, v, Bq under P coincides with that
of pv¯ε, v¯, B¯q under P¯ and
lim
εÑ0
xv¯ε ´ v¯, gyHT “ 0, @g P HT , P¯´ a.s..
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Let Z¯ε,v¯
ε
be the solution to a similar equation as (31) replacing v by v¯ε and B by B¯.
Thus, to verify the condition (b), it is sufficient to prove that
lim
εÑ0
}Z¯ε,v¯ε ´ Z¯ v¯}β,K “ 0 in probability. (33)
From now on, we drop the bars in the notation for the sake of simplicity, and we
denote
Y ε,v
ε,v :“ Zε,vε ´ Zv.
According to Lemma 5.4, the proof of (33) can be divided into two steps: for any
pt, xq, ps, yq P r0, T s ˆK with K being compact in Rd,
(1) Pointwise convergence:
lim
εÑ0
|Y ε,vε,vpt, xq| “ 0 in probability. (34)
(2) Estimation of the increments: there exists a constant C satisfied that
sup
εď1
E
ˇˇ
Y ε,v
ε,vpt, xq ´ Y ε,vε,vps, yqˇˇ2 ď C “|t´ s|β1 ` |x´ y|β2‰ (35)
Those two estimates will be established in the following steps.
Step 1. Pointwise convergence. For any pt, xq P r0, T s ˆK,
Zε,v
εpt, xq ´ Zvpt, xq
“ 1
λpεq
ÿ
kě1
ż t
0
@
Gα,δpt´ s, x´ ‹qσ
`
u0ps, ‹q ` ?ελpεqZε,vεps, ‹q˘, ekDH dBks
`
#ż t
0
@
Gα,δpt´ s, x´ ‹qσ
`
u0ps, ‹q ` ?ελpεqZε,vεps, ‹q˘, vεps, ‹qD
H
ds
´
ż t
0
@
Gα,δpt´ s, x´ ‹qσ
`
u0ps, ‹q˘, vps, ‹qD
H
ds
+
`
#ż t
0
#
Gα,δpt´ sq ˚
«
b
`
u0ps, ‹q ` ?ελpεqZε,vεps, ‹q˘´ bpu0ps, ‹qq?
ελpεq
ff
pxq
+
ds
´
ż t
0
 
Gα,δpt´ sq ˚
“
b1pu0ps, ‹qqZvps, ‹q‰ pxq( ds
+
“:Aε1pt, xq ` Aε2pt, xq ` Aε3pt, xq. (36)
Let
J ptq :“
ż
Rd
µpdξq|FGα,δptqpξq|2. (37)
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For the first term Aε1, by Burkholder’s inequality, the lipschitz property of σ, Eq.
(14) and (32), we have that
E
“|Aε1pt, xq|2‰ “λ´2pεqE
„ż t
0
››Gα,δpt´ s, x´ ‹qσpu0ps, ‹q ` ?ελpεqZε,vps, ‹qq››2H ds

ďλ´2pεqc1
ż t
0
ds
˜
1` sup
pr,yqPr0,ssˆRd
E|u0pr, yq ` ?ελpεqZε,vεps, yq|2
¸
ˆ J pt ´ sq
ďc2λ´2pεq. (38)
The second term is further divided into two terms:
|Aε2pt, xq| ď
ż t
0
ˇˇ@
Gα,δpt´ s, x´ ‹q
“
σ
`
u0ps, ‹q ` ?ελpεqZε,vεps, ‹q˘´ σpu0ps, ‹qq‰ , vεps, ‹qD
H
ˇˇ
ds
`
ż t
0
ˇˇ@
Gα,δpt´ s, x´ ‹qσ
`
u0ps, ‹q˘, vεps, ‹q ´ vps, ‹qD
H
ˇˇ
ds
“:Aε2,1pt, xq ` Aε2,2pt, xq
By the Lipschitz condition of σ, (32) and Cauchy-Schwarz’s inequality, we have
E|Aε2,1pt, xq|2 ďελ2pεqL2
˜ż t
0
sup
pr,yqPr0,ssˆRd
E|Zε,vεpr, yq|2 ¨ J pt´ sqds
¸
ˆ
ˆż t
0
}vεps, ‹q}2Hds
˙1
2
ďελ2pεqCpL,Nq. (39)
By the similar arguments as in the proof of (23), we can show that
lim
εÑ0
sup
pt,xqPr0,T sˆRd
|Aε2,2pt, xq| Ñ 0 in Probability. (40)
For the third term Aε3, by the Taylor’s formula, the Lipschitz continuity of b
1 and
(16), we have
|Aε3pt, xq| ď
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ż t
0
#
Gα,δpt ´ sq ˚
«
b
`
u0ps, ‹q ` ?ελpεqZε,vεps, ‹q˘´ bpu0ps, ‹qq?
ελpεq
´ b1pu0ps, ‹qqZε,vεps, ‹q
ff
pxq
+
ds
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ż t
0
 
Gα,δpt´ sq ˚
“
b1pu0ps, ‹qqpZε,vεps, ‹q ´ Zvps, ‹qq‰ pxq( ds
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ďL1?ελpεq
ż t
0
Gα,δpt ´ sq ˚
ˇˇ
Zε,v
εps, ‹qˇˇ pxqds
` L
ż t
0
Gα,δpt´ sq ˚
ˇˇ
Zε,v
εps, ‹q ´ Zvps, ‹qˇˇ pxqds.
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Then, by (32), we have
E|Aε3pt, xq|2 ď2L12ελ2pεq
ż t
0
ż
Rd
Gα,δpt´ s, x´ yq sup
pr,zqPr0,ssˆRd
E
”ˇˇ
Zε,v
εpr, zqˇˇ2ı dsdy
` 2L2
ż t
0
ż
Rd
Gα,δpt´ s, yq sup
pr,zqPr0,ssˆRd
E
”ˇˇ
Zε,v
εpr, zq ´ Zvpr, zqˇˇ2ı dsdy
ďCpL1qελ2pεq ` 2L2
ż t
0
sup
pr,zqPr0,ssˆRd
E
”ˇˇ
Y ε,v
ε,vpr, zqˇˇ2ı ds. (41)
Define the stopping time
τM,ε :“ inf
#
t ď T ; sup
ps,xqPr0,tsˆRd
|Aε2,2ps, xq| ěM
+
,
where M is some constant large enough.
Putting (36), (38)-(41) together, we have
sup
ps,xqPr0,tsˆRd
E
“|Y ε,vε,vps^ τM,ε, xq|2‰
ďC
˜
sup
ps,xqPr0,tsˆRd
E
“|Aε1ps^ τM,ε, xq|2‰` sup
ps,xqPr0,tsˆRd
E
“|Aε2,1ps^ τM,ε, xq|2‰
` sup
ps,xqPr0,tsˆRd
E
“|Aε2,2ps^ τM,ε, xq|2‰` E “|Aε3pt^ τM,ε, xq|2‰
¸
ďC
˜
λ´2pεq ` 2ελ2pεq ` sup
ps,xqPr0,tsˆRd
E
“|Aε2,2ps^ τM,ε, xq|2‰
`
ż t
0
sup
pr,zqPr0,ssˆRd
E
”ˇˇ
Y ε,v
εv,pr ^ τM,ε, zqˇˇ2 dsı
¸
.
By Gronwall’s lemma, we obtain that
sup
ps,xqPr0,T sˆRd
E
“|Y ε,vε,vps^ τM,ε, xq|2‰
ďCpT, L, L1q
˜
λ´2pεq ` 2ελ2pεq ` sup
ps,xqPr0,T sˆRd
E
“|Aε2,2ps^ τM,ε, xq|2‰
¸
. (42)
Since |Aε2,2ps^ τM,ε, xq| ďM for any s P r0, T s, by (40) and the dominated convergence
theorem, we know that
sup
ps,xqPr0,T sˆRd
E
“|Aε2,2ps^ τM,ε, xq|2‰ ÝÑ 0, as εÑ 0.
This inequality, together with (42), implies that
sup
ps,xqPr0,T sˆRd
E
“|Y ε,vε,vps^ τM,ε, xq|2‰ ÝÑ 0, as εÑ 0. (43)
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Letting M Ñ8, we obtain that for any pt, xq P r0, T s ˆ Rd,
lim
εÑ0
|Y ε,vε,vpt, xq| “ 0 in probability.
Step 2. Estimation of the increments.
For any pt, xq, ps, yq P r0, T s ˆK with K being compact in Rd and t ě s,
Y ε,v
ε,vpt, xq ´ Y ε,vε,vps, yq
“ 1
λpεq
ÿ
kě1
#ż t
0
@
Gα,δpt´ r, x´ ‹qσ
`
u0pr, ‹q ` ?ελpεqZε,vεpr, ‹q˘, ekDH dBkr
´
ż s
0
@
Gα,δps´ r, y ´ ‹qσ
`
u0pr, ‹q ` ?ελpεqZε,vεpr, ‹q˘, ekDH dBkr
+
`
#ż t
0
@
Gα,δpt´ r, x´ ‹qσ
`
u0pr, ‹q ` ?ελpεqZε,vεpr, ‹q˘, vεpr, ‹qD
H
dr
´
ż s
0
@
Gα,δps´ r, y ´ ‹qσ
`
u0pr, ‹q ` ?ελpεqZε,vεpr, ‹q˘, vεpr, ‹qD
H
dr
+
´
#ż t
0
@
Gα,δpt´ r, x´ ‹qσ
`
u0pr, ‹q˘, vpr, ‹qD
H
dr
´
ż s
0
@
Gα,δps´ r, y ´ ‹qσ
`
u0pr, ‹q˘, vpr, ‹qD
H
ds
+
`
#ż t
0
Gα,δpt´ rq ˚
«
b
`
u0pr, ‹q ` ?ελpεqZε,vεpr, ‹q˘´ bpu0pr, ‹qq?
ελpεq
ff
pxqdr
´
ż s
0
Gα,δps´ rq ˚
«
b
`
u0pr, ‹q ` ?ελpεqZε,vεpr, ‹q˘´ bpu0pr, ‹qq?
ελpεq
ff
pyqdr
+
´
#ż t
0
Gα,δpt´ rq ˚
“
b1pu0pr, ‹qqZvpr, ‹q‰ pxqdr
´
ż s
0
Gα,δps´ rq ˚
“
b1pu0pr, ‹qqZvpr, ‹q‰ pyqdr
+
“: 1
λpεqB
ε
1pt, s, x, yq `Bε2pt, s, x, yq `Bε3pt, s, x, yq `Bε4pt, s, x, yq `Bε5pt, s, x, yq.
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For the first term, by the Lipschitz continuity of σ, (32) and Lemma 5.2, we obtain
that for any β1 Ps0, p1´ ηq{2r, 0 ă β2 ă mintp1 ´ ηqα0{2, 1{2u
E
“|Bε1pt, s, x, yq|2‰
ďC1E
« ż s
0
}pGα,δpt´ r, x´ ‹q ´Gα,δps´ r, x´ ‹qqσ
`
u0pr, ‹q ` ?ελpεqZε,vεpr, ‹q˘}2Hdr
`
ż t
s
}Gα,δpt´ r, x´ ‹qσ
`
u0pr, ‹q ` ?ελpεqZε,vεpr, ‹q˘}2Hdr
`
ż s
0
}pGα,δps´ r, x´ ‹q ´Gα,δps´ r, y ´ ‹qqσ
`
u0pr, ‹q ` ?ελpεqZε,vεpr, ‹q˘}2Hdr
ff
ďC2 sup
pr,zqPr0,T sˆRd
E
“|σpu0pr, ‹q ` ?ελpεqZε,vεpr, ‹qq|2‰
ˆ
«ż s
0
}pGα,δpt´ r, x´ ‹q ´Gα,δps´ r, x´ ‹qq}2Hdr `
ż t
s
}Gα,δpt´ r, x´ ‹q}2Hdr
`
ż s
0
}pGα,δps´ r, x´ ‹q ´Gα,δps ´ r, y ´ ‹qq}2Hdr
ff
ďC3p|t´ s|2β1 ` |x´ y|2β2q, (44)
where C3 is independent of ε ą 0.
Using the similar argument in (44) and noticing the fact vε, v P ANH, we give the
following estimates without the proof
E
“|Bεi pt, s, x, yq|2‰ ď Cp|t´ s|2β1 ` |x´ y|2β2q, i “ 2, 3, (45)
where C is independent of ε ą 0.
We also can deal with the last two terms Bε4, B
ε
5 by the same argument. Next we
only estimate Bε4, and the same result holds for B
ε
5.
By Taylor’s formula, (16) and using the same approach in estimation of Λ3 in the
proof of [7, Proposition 2.10], we have for any t P r0, T s,
E
“|Bε4pt, s, x, yq|2‰
ďLE
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ż t
0
Gα,δpt´ rq ˚ |Zε,vεpr, ‹q|pxqdr ´
ż s
0
Gα,δps´ rq ˚ |Zε,vεpr, ‹q|pyqdr
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
2
ďC
„
|t ´ s| `
ż t
0
sup
zPRd
E|Zε,vεpt ´ s` r, x´ y ` zq ´ Zε,vεpr, zq|2dr

ďC “|t ´ s| ` T p|t´ s|2β1 ` |x´ y|2β2q‰ , (46)
where in the last inequality we have used the estimate in the proof of Theorem 3.1 in
[3], C is independent of ε.
Putting together all the estimates, we get (35). The proof is complete. 
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5. Appendix
To make reading easier, we present here some results on the kernel G from Boulanba
et al. [3].
Lemma 5.1. [3, Lemma 1.1] For α Ps0, 2szt1u such that |δ| ď mintα, 2 ´ αu, the
following statements hold.
(i) The function Gα,δpt, xq is the density of a Le´vy α-stable process in time t.
(ii) Semigroup property: Gα,δpt, xq satisfies the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation, i.e.,
for 0 ă s ă t,
Gα,δpt` s, xq “
ż
R
Gα,δpt, yqGα,δps, y ´ xqdy.
(iii) Scaling property: Gα,δpt, xq “ t´1{αGα,δp1, t´1{αxq.
(iv) There exists a constant cα such that 0 ď Gα,δp1, xq ď cα{p1 ` |x|1`αq, for all
x P R.
The next proposition studies the Ho¨lder regularity of the Green function, whose proof
is contained in the proof of Proposition 3.2 in [3].
Lemma 5.2. Under pHαη q, it holds that
(i) For each 0 ď s ă t ď T, β1 Ps0, p1 ´ ηq{2r, there exists a constants C ą 0 such
that ż s
0
}Gα,δpt´ r, ‹q ´Gα,δps´ r, ‹q}2Hdr ď C|t ´ s|2β1,
and ż t
s
}Gα,δpt´ r, ‹q}2Hdr ď C|t ´ s|2β1.
(ii) For each 0 ă β2 ă mintp1´ ηqα0{2, 1{2u, there exists a constant C ą 0 for any
x, y P Rd,ż T
0
}Gα,δpT ´ s, x´ ‹q ´Gα,δpT ´ s, y ´ ‹q}2Hds ď C|x´ y|2β2.
The next lemma is about the Ho¨lder regularity of the stochastic integral. See [3,
Proposition 3.2]. For a given predictable random field V , we set
Upt, xq :“
ÿ
kě1
ż t
0
xGα,δpt´ s, x´ ‹qV ps, ‹q, ekyHdBks .
Lemma 5.3. Assume that sup0ďtďT supxPRd Ep|V pt, xq|pq is finite for some p large enough.
Then under pHαη q, we have
(i) For each x P Rd a.s. the mapping t Ñ Upt, xq is β1-Ho¨lder continuous for
0 ă β1 ă p1´ ηq{2.
(ii) For each t P r0, T s a.s. the mapping x Ñ Upt, xq is β2-Ho¨lder continuous for
0 ă β2 ă mintα0p1´ ηq{2, 1{2u.
The following result is a consequence of Lemma A.1 in [2].
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Lemma 5.4. Let K be a compact set in Rd and let tV εpt, xq : pt, xq P r0, T s ˆKu be
a family of real-valued functions. Assume
(A1). For any pt, xq P r0, T s ˆK,
lim
εÑ0
|V εpt, xq| “ 0.
(A2). There exist β1, β2 ą 0 satisfied that for any pt, xq, pt1, x1q P r0, T s ˆK,
|V εpt, xq ´ V εpt1, x1q| ď Cp|t ´ t1|β1 ` |x´ x1|β2q,
where C is a constant independent of ε.
Then for any θ P p0, 1q, we have
lim
εÑ0
}V ε}θβ1,θβ2 “ 0.
Proof. The stochastic version of this lemma in [2, Lemma A1] is proved by the Garsia-
Rodemich-Rumsey’s lemma. Here we give a direct proof for the deterministic case.
In view of Arzela`-Ascoli theorem, a sequence in Cpr0, T sˆK;Rq converges uniformly
if and only if it is equicontinuous and converges pointwise. Thence, under conditions
(A.1) and (A.2), we know that
lim
εÑ0
sup
pt,xqPr0,T sˆK
|V εpt, xq| Ñ 0.
Thus, for any θ P p0, 1q, pt, xq ‰ pt1, x1q P r0, T s ˆK, we have
|V εpt, xq ´ V εpt1, x1q|
p|t ´ t1|β1 ` |x´ x1|β2qθ “
|V εpt, xq ´ V εpt1, x1q|θ|V εpt, xq ´ V εpt1, x1q|1´θ
p|t ´ t1|β1 ` |x´ x1|β2qθ
ďCp|V εpt, xq| ` |V εpt1, x1q|q1´θ
ÝÑ 0 uniformly on pr0, T s ˆKq2.
The proof is complete. 
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